ABSTRACT A new deformation of reinforcing bar in coils was proposed to improve a machinability of straightening process, which has crescent-shaped transverse ribs with an inclination angle of 50 degrees, a crest width of 0.15db, and a flank inclination of 55 degrees. The proposed deformation can increase contact area between a surface of re-bar and a groove of a roller during a straightening process and, therefore, it might reduce a damage of ribs, improve a final straightness, and enhance an efficiency of the straightening process. Splice tests were conducted to evaluate bond strengths of three types of re-bar in coils including the proposed re-bar, of which the inclination angles of transverse ribs were 50, 60, and 90 degrees, respectively. Test results show that the re-bars in coils have higher bond strengths than predicted strengths by equations of Orangun et al., ACI 408, and KCI by at least 10%. Correlation coefficients of bond strengths between a straight bar and re-bars in coils are 0.94 and more. Consequently, equations of the KCI code for determining development and splice lengths can be applied to the tested re-bars in coils. 
실험 방법, 변수, 및 실험체 설계
1.27db C50-L28-C1.25-Conf C90-L28-C1.25-Conf (1) ①-L②-C③-(-④) : ① is the re-bar types, S represents a straight bar and C50, C60, and C90 represent re-bar in coils with  of 50°, 60°, and 90°, respectively; ② is the splice length normalized by bar diameter; ③ is the bottom cover thickness normalized by bar diameter; ④ is a optional variable, F50 of set 8 is the compressive strength of concrete, Conf of set 9 represents the confined specimens, and "1" of some specimens means a duplicate specimen.
실험 변수로 하고, 측면피복은 40 mm 순간격은 80 mm로 고정하였다. 
가력 및 계측 방법

하중-처짐 관계
Set
Specimen ID fck
fs,e
Predictions (MPa) Failure mode (4) (1) Measured compressive strength of concrete at test date (MPa). (2) Measured maximum load (kN). (3) Bar stress obtained from a section analysis (MPa). (4) SP represents a splitting failure and SPY represents a splitting failure after re-bars yielding. 
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